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METRONET — CONTRACTS — OVERSEAS COMPANIES 
312. Ms L. METTAM to the Premier: 
I have a supplementary question. Given that Metronet contracts are being awarded to tier 1 foreign-owned companies, 
does that not show that the government’s failed Western Australian Jobs Act is not worth the paper it is written on? 
Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
It is a silly question. The Western Australian Jobs Act is designed to maximise local content. We have numerous 
examples of content being maximised as a consequence of the legislation we passed. I make the point that during 
the course of the last government, it got John Holland to build the children’s hospital. CPB Contractors was another 
one—the Liberal government allocated it to build Roe 8, which that government did not build. 
Several members interjected. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: There is the beauty, Mr Speaker! I knew there was something at the back of my mind—the 
Matagarup Bridge. Let us go through that as an example of local content. The last government allocated the 
building of a bridge over the Swan River to a company in Malaysia. When we got to office, all we got were some 
grainy photographs of some pieces of steel lying in the corner of a shed in Malaysia. They came along and said, 
“There is your bridge.” It was some pieces of steel in a shed in Malaysia! We asked when it would get here, but 
no-one had any idea. It was not going to arrive. What did we do? We terminated the contract and went to 
a Western Australian contractor to build the bridge right here in Western Australia, and they built it in record time. 
All the Liberal Party did was attack them. Do you remember that, Mr Speaker? It attacked the Western Australian 
workers. They built this amazing structure right here in Western Australia in three or four months, and all the 
Liberal Party did was say, “This is no good. This doesn’t work. This isn’t right.” That was the Liberal Party’s line on 
it. I think the Liberal Party’s record is pretty bad. We passed the jobs act, we are building Metronet and we are creating 
local jobs. The Liberal government went with John Holland for the children’s hospital. Let us go through that. There 
was lead in the pipes, asbestos throughout the building and doors that did not fit. We had to fix that and get the 
hospital open. We had to take steps to do it and then all Liberal members did was attack us. The hospital is now open 
and the company to which the Liberal Party allocated the contract is suing the state, and the Liberal Party supports it 
in that. The member for Riverton is on the record as saying in this house that he supports the company in pursuing 
the state. That is the Liberal Party’s record. The Liberal Party in Western Australia is a disgrace in so many ways! 
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